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CTC punched card

Abstract—Despite exhibiting very high theoretical data rates,
in practice, the performance of LTE-U/LAA and WiFi networks
is severely limited under cross-technology coexistence scenarios
in the unlicensed 5 GHz band. As a remedy, recent research
shows the need for collaboration and coordination among colocated networks. However, enabling such collaboration requires an information exchange that is hard to realize due
to completely incompatible network protocol stacks. We propose OfdmFi, the ﬁrst cross-technology communication scheme
that enables direct bidirectional over-the-air communication
between LTE-U/LAA and WiFi with minimal overhead to their
legacy transmissions. Requiring neither hardware nor ﬁrmware
changes in commodity technologies, OfdmFi leverages the
standard-compliant possibility of generating message-bearing
power patterns, similar to punched cards from the early days
of computers, in the time-frequency resource grid of an OFDM
transmitter which can be cross-observed and decoded by a
heterogeneous OFDM receiver. As a proof-of-concept, we have
designed and implemented a prototype using commodity devices
and SDR platforms. Our comprehensive evaluation reveals
that OfdmFi achieves robust bidirectional CTC between both
systems with a data rate of up to 84 kbps, which is more than
125× faster than state-of-the-art.
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Fig. 1. OfdmFi creates CTC punched cards using OFDM resources.

Recently, it has become clear that an explicit and coordinated collaboration among co-located heterogeneous networks is needed to eﬃciently tackle CTI, ensure fair coexistence and bring performance breakthroughs in spectrum
sharing [6]–[9]. However, explicit collaboration requires direct communication between heterogeneous devices that is
hard to realize due to incompatible network protocol stacks.
Note that wireless network controllers can negotiate spectrum
usage over the IP network. Unfortunately, this possibility
cannot be directly utilized as even if the networks are colocated, due to diverse physical layers, they do not know
whom they are interfering with. Hence, in recent years we
have seen a boom of wireless cross-technology communication (CTC) designs, e.g., [10]–[16], that can be used for
cross-technology neighbor discovery and identiﬁcation [15].
Furthermore, in [17], [18], we have presented a novel collaboration scheme between LTE-U and WiFi enabled by CTC,
that allows LTE BS equipped with multiple antennas to steer
a null towards WiFi stations in order to mitigate the CTI.
Despite these recent advances, prior CTC solutions pertain
mostly to WiFi, ZigBee, and Bluetooth. So far there are
only two CTC schemes addressing unlicensed LTE and WiFi
case, however, both come with some shortcomings. LtFi [15]
provides only simplex over-the-air CTC from LTE-U eNB to
WiFi AP, while the reverse direction is realized over the wired
Internet inducing delay in the order of tens of milliseconds.
ULTRON [4] is not a generic CTC scheme as it only allows
embedding valid WiFi CTS frame in LTE transmissions for
the purpose of cross-technology channel reservation.
In this paper, we present OfdmFi, a CTC scheme that
enables direct over-the-air communication between LTEU/LAA base stations and WiFi access points and hence
empowers co-located wireless networks of both technologies
to establish common control channel and implement coexistence strategies minimizing the impact of CTI. OfdmFi fea-

Index terms— cross-technology communication, WiFi,
LTE-U/LAA, coexistence, cooperation
I. Introduction
With the explosive increase in cellular traﬃc on one side
and the proliferation of massive Internet of Things on the
other [1], unlicensed radio spectrum (e.g., ISM/UNII) becomes crowded by numerous wireless network devices with
technologies ranging from LTE, WiFi, ZigBee, and Bluetooth. Unfortunately, the heterogeneous technologies with
diverse operation principles are largely oblivious to each
other and their naive (i.e. uncoordinated) coexistence leads to
severe cross-technology interference (CTI), which is a major
cause of network performance degradation [2], [3].
Operating in unlicensed bands requires LTE to coexist
fairly with WiFi that was so far the dominant technology
in 5 GHz spectrum. Although both technologies are already
very advanced (i.e., their newest generations provide peak
data rates in the order of 1 Gbps), under coexistence scenarios
they still rely on rather primitive coexistence schemes based
on energy-sensing and hence suﬀer from frequent collisions
and signiﬁcant throughput degradation [4]. This impact is
largely attributed to the lack of understanding of each other’s
waveforms as well as the diﬀerences in their operation, e.g.
carrier sensing sensitivity, contention window adaptation [5].
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tures an innovative usage of power modulation for CTC and
achieves high eﬃciency by building on new insights on crosstechnology OFDM signal reception. Speciﬁcally, having the
possibility to create cross-observable power patterns on top
of OFDM transmissions, OfdmFi-transmitter (TX) performs
2D (i.e., time and frequency domains) amplitude modulation
to impose the message-bearing patterns into the waveform
and hence convey CTC data across diﬀerent OFDM-based
technologies. Our approach is best imagined as a punched
card from the early days of computers where digital data
is represented by the presence or absence of holes in predeﬁned positions – Fig. 1. We will demonstrate that such
message patterns are easily decodable when cross-observed
at a OfdmFi-receiver (RX) although the receiver adheres to
a diﬀerent OFDM-based technology.
Challenges: The key principle behind the design of
OfdmFi is to embed the intended power patterns into an
OFDM signal without corrupting in-technology (i.e. between
nodes of the same technology) transmission and in the
presence of technology constraints, e.g. lack of ﬁne-grained
power control of OFDM resources in LTE and WiFi.
Contributions: Our key contributions are three-fold:
• We analyze the cross-technology observability (shortly
cross-observability) of speciﬁc power variation patterns
embedded into OFDM signals when transmitted and
received by heterogeneous wireless technologies.
• We introduce OfdmFi, a CTC scheme that encodes
data as message-bearing power patterns imposed within
the OFDM transmission. Its uniqueness comes from
its capability to jointly transmit CTC data with high
eﬃciency and negligible overhead to the underlying intechnology communication.
• We demonstrate the feasibility of OfdmFi for the case
of WiFi and LTE-U/LAA, i.e. we design and implement
a prototype using SDR and COTS hardware. Our evaluations reveal that it achieves reliable and eﬃcient CTC
with a bi-directional data rate of up to 84 kbps without
signiﬁcantly aﬀecting in-technology communication.

spreads its transmission on a two-dimensional grid which we
will refer to as OFDM time-frequency grid hereafter. Some
wireless technologies like LTE or 802.11ax use OFDM as a
multiplexing technique, i.e. they leverage the possibility of
assigning subsets of subcarriers to various users.
WiFi: In 802.11n, the 20 MHz channel consists of 64 subcarriers with 312.5 kHz spacing, however, only 56 of these
64 are used for communication, occupying the bandwidth
of 17.5 MHz. The remaining eight subcarriers (i.e. three and
four guards at both bandwidth edges and one DC component
in the middle) are null-subcarriers that do not carry any signal. Moreover, four of those 56 subcarriers, so-called pilots,
are used for tracking and correction of phase impairments.
They are loaded with pseudo-random pilot symbols and their
inviolability is crucial for the demodulation of the WiFi
signal. The FFT period (3.2 μs) together with cyclic preﬁx
constitute WiFi symbol (4 μs). WiFi transmits data as selfcontained asynchronous frames which can be independently
detected and decoded thanks to the prepended preamble and
PLCP header (i.e. control data), respectively. The maximal
WiFi frame duration is bound, e.g. to 5.484 ms in 802.11n.
The Tx power can be set on a per-frame basis and is the
same for all subcarriers.
LTE: An LTE node transmits over a 20 MHz channel with the
sampling rate of 30.72 MHz using 2048 OFDM subcarriers
(15 kHz spacing). However, only 1200 subcarriers are used,
hence, the occupied bandwidth is equal to 18 MHz. The
classical LTE transmits a continuous stream of data which
is organized into 10 ms frames each consisting of 10 subframes with a duration of 1 ms. A sub-frame is further divided
into two 0.5 ms slots and each slot contains 6 or 7 OFDM
symbols depending on the duration of a cyclic preﬁx. The
time-frequency radio resources are organized as resource
blocks (RBs). A single RB is equal to one slot in time and
12 subcarriers in frequency. Hence, there are 100 RBs in the
20 MHz channel. The resources are grouped into two main
physical channels: the control channel – Physical Downlink
Control CHannel (PDCCH), and the data channel – Physical
Downlink Shared CHannel (PDSCH). The PDCCH occupies
the ﬁrst 1 to 3 OFDM symbols in each even slot and carries
control information including RB-to-UE (User Equipment)
assignments. Moreover, LTE employs two synchronization
signals, i.e. Primary and Secondary Synchronization Signals
(PSS/SSS) that are carried in the sub-frames 0 and 5 on
62 central subcarriers. The PSS/SSS signals contain cell
information and are used by UEs to achieve time and
frequency synchronization with the eNB. LTE oﬀers a limited
DL power control allowing for a small adjustment (i.e. in
range of [-6 dB, +3 dB]) of TX power for all RBs allocated
to a single user by means of setting user-speciﬁc power oﬀset
(PA parameter) [20].

II. Background
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing divides the available spectrum bandwidth B into many small
and partially overlapping frequency bands called subcarriers.
The subcarrier frequencies are selected in such a way that
they are orthogonal to one another, i.e. signals on subcarriers
do not interfere. In practice, OFDM is eﬃciently implemented using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [19]. In an
OFDM system with FFT size N, each subcarrier has the
same width of B/N Hz. Each subcarrier can be modulated
independently (e.g., QAM). After modulation, the sender
performs an inverse FFT to convert the frequency domain
representation into the time domain which is sent over the
air interface. The time needed to transmit these N samples
is usually called the FFT period, which is equal to N/B sec.
On the receiver side, the OFDM signal is converted back
into the frequency domain using FFT and each subcarrier
is demodulated. In a nutshell, an OFDM transmitter (TX)

LTE-U/LAA: LTE leverages carrier aggregation framework
to support the utilization of the unlicensed bands as secondary
component carriers (CC) in addition to the licensed anchor
serving as the primary CC. Both LTE versions used in
unlicensed carriers, i.e. LTE-U and LTE-LAA [21], inherit
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the described frame structure. The key diﬀerence from the
classical LTE is their non-continuous channel access. While
LTE-U periodically (de-)activates its unlicensed CC at coarse
time scales (≈20 ms duration) through a duty-cycling approach, LTE-LAA relies on Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) mechanism and achieves ﬁner timescale channel access (1-10
ms). We will denote by LTE* these unlicensed LTE variants
in the rest of the paper unless there is a need to specify
the variant. The frame structure in unlicensed LTE can be
simpliﬁed when using the cross-carrier scheduling (CCS)
feature, which allows an eNB to send RB-to-UE mapping
for the unlicensed resources in the licensed CC. In the case
of CSS, the unlicensed CC does not contain PDCCH and the
PDSCH starts from the very ﬁrst OFDM symbol.
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Fig. 2. An OFDM TX imposes power patterns into its OFDM timefrequency grid that can be cross-observed, but slightly distorted, at another
OFDM RX.

signal is possible when the sampling rate for each dimension
is at least twice of the signal bandwidth in the considered
dimension. Hence, given an OFDM-based TX and RX with
a diﬀerent subcarrier spacing Δ f and symbol duration ΔT , a
CORB has to satisfy the following equations for its duration
ΔT CORB and the bandwidth Δ fCORB :

III. Exploiting cross-observability
Here, we analyze OFDM signal modulation in the power
domain and demonstrate that it can be used as a basis to create a CTC between heterogenous OFDM-based technologies.

ΔT CORB = a · ΔT TX + a  b · ΔT RX + b
a → 0, b → 0

(2)

Δ fCORB = n · Δ fTX + n  m · Δ fRX + m
n  1, m  2 where n, m ∈ N, n → 0, m → 0

(3)

a  1, b  2

A. Cross-observable Power Modulation
In most cases, due to the diﬀerent physical layer parameters, the heterogeneous OFDM-based systems are not able
to successfully decode the cross-received signals. However,
the OFDM-based RX may use its FFT module to estimate
the power spectral density (PSD) [22] in the points given by
the center frequencies of the used subcarriers. The resolution
of the PSD estimate is determined by its OFDM grid and is
equal to the subcarrier spacing (Δ fRX ) in frequency and to
the FFT period (ΔT RX ) in time. If the OFDM TX, during its
transmission, is able to modulate the TX power of the radio
resources at the granularity of RX’s PSD resolution, the RX
can detect those power changes. We state that such a power
variation performed by TX is cross-observable by RX.
Fig. 2 shows an illustrative example, where TX A
groups its radio resources into cross-observable resource
blocks (CORB) with the size of three subcarriers in frequency
and one FFT period in the time dimension and modulates the
TX power level of each block to create a cross-observable
power pattern. The same CORB can be represented (with
respect to its bandwidth and duration) in the OFDM grid of
RX B with one subcarrier and three FFT periods. Hence,
RX B is able to recognize the power pattern imposed by the
transmitter in its PSD estimate. Although the obtained pattern
is recognizable, it is slightly distorted due to asymmetries
in the physical layers of both technologies (i.e. sampling
rate and FFT size). This process can be compared to image
resampling, i.e. transforming a sampled image from one
coordinate system to another [23]. Note that we assume
silently in this example that TX A is able to control the
TX power of its radio resources at the highest granularity,
i.e. each subcarrier during each FFT period, which is not the
case for most of the OFDM-based wireless systems.
The number of time-frequency resources that have to be
grouped together in a CORB depends on the sampling rates
and FFT sizes of both involved systems. However, according
to the Nyquist sampling theorem, reconstruction of the 2D

(1)

where a, b ∈ N,

(4)

Note that the CORB does not have to be the same in both
communication directions. Moreover, multiple CORBs may
exist, but, higher CTC data rates can be achieved under ﬁner
granularity — see the next subsection. We use  variables to
indicate that small errors in fulﬁlling the above equations are
allowed, i.e. a given value does not have to be necessarily
an exact multiple of the corresponding one. The constraint
(4) assures that the power modulation of any CORB (even
randomly placed in OFDM grid of TX) can be cross-observed
at the RX as long as it is located within RX’s bandwidth.
However, assuming no carrier frequency drift (CFD), it can
be relaxed to m  1, when properly placing CORB in OFDM
grid of TX, i.e., at the center frequency of one of the RX’s
subcarriers. In such a case, the single frequency bin absorbs
the entire power of CORB as there is no leakage to adjacent
subcarriers [22]. Our evaluation reveals that in practice small
values of CFD of the commodity hardware are tolerable.
The power pattern can be cross-observed only within overlapping spectrum (ΔBPP ) that is computed as the intersection
of the spectrum bands of both systems given by intervals:
start
end
start
end
ΔBPP = (FTX
, FTX
) ∩ (FRX
, FRX
).

(5)

B. Punched Cards: the Message-bearing Power Patterns
Having the possibility to exchange cross-observable power
patterns, we create the message-bearing patterns and establish
a CTC channel for the transmission of meaningful data.
Speciﬁcally, we use the CORB as a single CTC-symbol and
modulate its power level. CTC-symbols are organized into
a CTC-grid with the spacing equal to the duration of one
CORB in time (i.e. CTC-slot) and its bandwidth in frequency
(i.e. CTC-subcarrier). A CTC-frame carries data encoded
into a message-bearing pattern as depicted in Fig. 1. Note that
in the frequency domain, the CTC-frame resembles punched
cards, where a hole means bit 0 and its absence bit 1.
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each OFDM symbol (i.e. the output of the FFT block). The
samples are passed to the OfdmFi RX that aggregates them
according to the given CTC-grid and decodes the CTCframe. Note that OFDM-RX puts the received signal into
its FFT block only after being notiﬁed about an incoming
transmission (e.g. by frame detection logic in WiFi). Fortunately, the state-of-art commodity WiFi chips (e.g. ath9k and
ath10k) oﬀer some limited spectrum sensing capabilities and
allow performing per-subcarrier power measurements with a
decent rate when the device is not busy with transmission or
reception. We assume similar capabilities in commodity LTE
devices and exploit them for our CTC scheme. Note that
in 3GPP Release 13, the operation of unlicensed LTE was
only speciﬁed in downlink (DL), however, the eNBs have to
support power sensing capabilities in order to select the least
loaded wireless channel in case of LTE-U and enable energysensing-based coexistence in case of LTE-LAA. Furthermore,
the uplink (UL) operation in the unlicensed channel was
included in 3GPP Release 14. Therefore, Rel-14 compliant
eNBs are equipped in full RX chain and the FFT block can be
reused for spectrum scanning purposes (like in ath9k/ath10k).

4

Rx
High Power CTC symbol

Low Power CTC symbol

Inter CTC Symbol Interference

Fig. 3. OFDM symbol grouping strategies.

Assuming operation at high SNR and large diﬀerence
between the individual power levels, i.e. allowing to detect
them with high probability, the maximum data rate (Nyquist
capacity) of the CTC channel equals:


 ΔBPP  log2 P
bits
RCTC =
(6)
·
Δ fCORB ΔT CORB
s
where P is the number of distinguishable transmission power
levels. Here, we use two power levels, as it is suﬃcient to
create a CTC punched card. However, our approach can be
extended for multiple power levels.
Modulation of all available CTC-symbols may have a negative eﬀect on the underlying in-technology transmissions1
(i.e. lower data rate and/or a higher bit error rate). Therefore,
we use 1 out of N encoding, i.e. we encode k bits by lowering
the power of only one out of N = 2k CTC-subcarriers.
Explaining using our analogy of punched cards, we create a
single hole in each column of a punched card. Furthermore,
we can increase the CTC data rate by dividing available CTCsubcarriers into groups and creating a hole in each group.

B. Synchronization & Frame Detection
OfdmFi introduces its own synchronization mechanism based on CTC preamble detection. Speciﬁcally, an
OfdmFi TX marks the beginning of a CTC-frame with a
predeﬁned preamble, i.e. a unique power pattern, while a
receiver is equipped with a preamble detector based on
calculating the 2D cross-correlation of the received signal and
the known preamble pattern. The detector computes crosscorrelation every time a new row of samples is received from
FFT until a peak is detected as illustrated in Fig.5. From
this point in time, the receiver is synchronized and starts
demodulating the CTC-symbols.

C. Handling CTC Inter Symbol Interference
In most cases, the duration of the longer symbol (e.g.
71.4 μs in LTE) is not exactly a multiple of the duration
of the shorter one (e.g. 4 μs in WiFi). The direct eﬀect of
this mismatch is inter-symbol interference (ISI) in the time
domain, which grows with the number of received CTCslot — Fig. 3a. The alignment of the CTC-grid between TX
and RX can be periodically corrected by the WiFi node by
grouping variable number of OFDM symbols — Fig. 3b.

C. Channel Estimation & Demodulation
An OfdmFi RX follows a classical approach to overcome
the channel frequency selectivity, i.e. it performs channel
estimation to obtain the reference power level of each CTCsubcarrier. To this end, it measures their average receive
power at the moment of the CTC preamble detection. The
preamble is created using diﬀerent power levels, however, the
changes are known and can be easily reverted. Afterwards, to
reveal the received CTC punched card, the OfdmFi demodulator takes the samples row-by-row and compares the power
of each CTC-symbol with the reference level. If a symbol

IV. System Design
Next, we present the design of OfdmFi system supporting
the CTC following the concepts from the previous section.
A. OfdmFi Overview
Fig. 4 shows the conceptual architecture of the OfdmFi.
The OfdmFi TX encodes the incoming CTC data and creates
a CTC-frame. The frame is then mapped to a matrix of
size matching TX’s OFDM grid. The elements are weights
between 0 and 1 encoding the intended power pattern. The
matrix is passed to the power control module which applies
it row-by-row to the output of the OFDM modulator. The
ability to control the transmission power is essential for
the operation of OfdmFi. However, direct power control is
missing in most OFDM-based technologies. Luckily, in LTE
and WiFi, similar eﬀects can be achieved indirectly (see §V).
At the receiver side, the CTC signal is sampled by
performing the power measurements of frequency bins of

CTC Data

Data

Data

CTC Data

OfdmFi
Transmitter

Higher Protocol
Stack Layers

Higher Protocol
Stack Layers

OfdmFi
Receiver

(In-)direct
Subcarrier
Power Control

Modulator

Demodulator

IFFT

FFT

Per-Subcarrier
Power
Measurement

Analog PHY

OFDM(A) Transmitter

1 Note that from the perspective of the native technology RX, the modulation of power of already scheduled resources is seen as channel fading.

Analog PHY

OFDM(A) Receiver

Fig. 4. The conceptual architecture of OfdmFi with colored blocks showing
the required OFDM technologies’ extensions.
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Frame
Preamble

a single CTC-slot (i.e. two LTE symbols), we can encode
12 bit
4 · 3 = 12 bits, resulting in a data rate of 2·71.4
μs = 84 kbps.

Frame
Data Payload

LTE*→WiFi: We assume the usage of cross-carrier scheduling feature in LTE* and exclude the 62 central subcarriers
carrying PSS/SSS. Note that they overlap (band-wise) with
three WiFi subcarriers, i.e. one null and two data subcarriers
assuming operation at the same center frequency. As we
demonstrate in §V-B, LTE allows modulating the TX power
at the granularity of an RB. Although the bandwidth of two
RBs is slightly wider than that of a single WiFi subcarrier, we
found that the same punched card with 48 CTC-subcarriers
as in the case of WiFi→LTE* can be used. However, due to
longer CTC-slot duration (i.e., one RB), the expected data
12 bit
rate equals 0.5
ms = 24 kbps.
In Table I, we summarize the parameters of CORB
enabling CTC between WiFi and LTE*. The parameters
conform to the equations (1-4), e.g. the power modulation of
a single WiFi subcarrier is observed on ≈21 LTE subcarriers.

Freq

Known Preamble
Pattern

Time
2D Cross
Correlation

Preamble
Detection

Data
Demodulation

Fig. 5. OfdmFi preamble detection mechanism.

power level is lower than the reference level, the demodulator
marks a hole at its position in the punched card.
D. Channel Access & Framing
OfdmFi only overlays power patterns onto the intechnology frames. Thus, it completely adopts and depends
on the channel access schemes of the underlying technology
to avoid collisions and allow eﬃcient multi-node operation.
However, when legacy nodes do not send data frames,
OfdmFi TX cannot communicate. This issue, however, can
be solved by introducing a mechanism allowing to trigger
transmission of dummy frames in the underlying technology.
Finally, to decrease the complexity of the OfdmFi receiver,
an entire CTC-frame has to ﬁt into a single continuous
transmission attempt of the underlying technology.

TABLE I
CORB Parameters for CTC between WiFi (802.11n) and LTE

Direction
WiFi → LTE
LTE → WiFi

V. Punched Cards for WiFi and LTE* CTC

Frequency dimension
Subcarriers
Tx
Rx
Δ fCORB
1
≈21
315 kHz
24
≈1
312.5 kHz

Time dimension
Symbols
Tx
Rx
ΔT CORB
36
≈2
142.8 μs
7
125
500 μs

B. Creating CTC Punched Cards in LTE*

On top of the OFDM grid, LTE and WiFi introduce their
own logical structures, that cannot be arbitrarily modiﬁed.
Therefore, additional constraints have to be considered when
integrating OfdmFi with the underlying systems. To this end,
we have to carefully select the subset of radio resources
available for CTC. Our general rule of thumb is to avoid
time-frequency resources meant for time and frequency synchronization, channel estimation, and those carrying control
data as they are crucial for the proper demodulation of the
native signal. Speciﬁcally, we impose CTC-frame only on
radio resources that carry data. Moreover, in this section, we
address the issue of the missing interface allowing for ﬁnegrained power control of OFDM resources in both systems.

We envision two approaches to generate punched cards that
utilize features provided by the LTE standard and require only
software updates. Speciﬁcally, we exploit the fact that the
Resource Allocation Type 1 (RAT1) [20] allows a scheduler
to assign the resources at a granularity of a single RB.
RB Blacklisting: The OfdmFi TX blacklists intended RBs
in each scheduling round. Hence, the scheduler omits those
RBs when allocating resources. As the bandwidth of a single
WiFi subcarrier corresponds to roughly those of 21 LTE
subcarriers, up to 3 RBs overlapping (band-wise) with a
single WiFi subcarrier have to be blacklisted at the worst
case. Therefore, a throughput drop of up to 9% (i.e., 3 · 3 out
100 RBs) is expected for the in-technology communication.

A. OfdmFi Punch Card Design

RB Power Control: The OfdmFi TX exploits the built-in
DL power control mechanism of LTE. Speciﬁcally, instead
of blacklisting, it just lowers the TX power of particular RBs.
This scheme is beneﬁcial as it creates smaller overhead for
the LTE communication as the scheduler may still allocate
the RBs with the lower power to UEs experiencing good
channel conditions or just slightly decreasing their MCS.

WiFi→LTE*: The asynchronous nature of WiFi and the
lack of ﬁne-grained TX power control of OFDM resources
within single transmission prevent implementation of eﬃcient
OfdmFi-based CTC. However, as we will show in §V-C, it
is possible to emulate the missing power control feature at
the granularity of a single subcarrier in the frequency and
duration of two LTE symbols in time, which allows us to
embed CTC-frame within a single WiFi frame. Following
our rules, we cannot impose a CTC pattern in the ﬁrst part
of the WiFi frame, i.e. preamble, PLCP and data header, and
cannot use the pilot subcarriers. Therefore, WiFi oﬀers its 52
data subcarriers during data payload for the CTC modulation.

C. Creating CTC Punched Cards in WiFi
To enable commodity WiFi devices to generate punched
cards, we propose a standard-compliant per-subcarrier power
control emulation through payload modiﬁcation. Speciﬁcally,
we interleave WiFi payload bits with extra bits in the proper
positions, i.e. pattern generating bits – Fig. 7. Hence, after
passing the WiFi TX chain, the modiﬁed payload produces
the waveform carrying both WiFi payload and CTC power
pattern.

Punched Card: Out of the 52 available WiFi subcarriers, we
take a subset of 48 and divide them into three groups. In each
group, we lower the TX power of a single one in 16 available
positions eﬀectively encoding four CTC data bits. Hence, in
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positions b5 and b2 (Table II) can be used. Hence, they can
be removed from the signiﬁcance bit matrix S 312,N . (iv) The
columns of both matrices S and B are permuted according
to the WiFi deinterleaver and (v) extended with additional
zero bits in the positions determined by WiFi de-puncturing
pattern. For instance, the puncturing pattern for the code rate
R = 5/6 is P5/6 = [1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1]. Therefore, during
de-puncturing, four zero bits are added every six bits which
increases size of both matrices from (312,N) to (520,N).
(vi) As the convolutional encoder outputs two bits for each
incoming bit, both matrices are transformed into vectors of
the length of 260N storing two bits in each position, i.e.
S 520,N → s260N and B520,N → b260N . (vii) Having both s
and b, the bit multiplexer controller knows when to switch
between WiFi payload bits (i.e. s j = b00) and CTC pattern
bits (i.e. s j  b00). Moreover, in the latter case, it knows
what should be the output of the convolutional encoder, i.e.
b j . However, it does not know yet what should be an input
bit to make the encoder generate it.
The convolution encoder used in WiFi can be represented
as a ﬁnite state machine, where the one input bit activates the
transition between states and two output bits are generated
during the transition. We observe that all 64 possible states of
WiFi encoder can be classiﬁed into four groups generating
the same output bits when fed with the same input bit —
Table III. Another important observation is that in each state
group we can arbitrarily set one of the two output bits by
switching the input bit between 0 and 1. For instance, when
the encoder is in the state from group D, we can put bit 1
to its input to set the next output bit at the position 0 to 0
or put bit 0 as input to set it to 1. Similarly, we can set the
output bit at position 1. However, we cannot set both output
bits at the same time.

TX Power Control Emulation: OfdmFi emulates persubcarrier power control by exploiting the property of MQAM modulation and the fact that during the reception of
single CTC-symbol an LTE*-based CTC RX observes only
the average power of multiple (i.e. 21) WiFi OFDM symbols.
Speciﬁcally, the M-QAM modulation, where M = 2b ,
allows encoding groups of b bits into the constellation alphabet is given
√ as α M−QAM = {±(2m − 1) ± (2m − 1) j}, where
m ∈ {1, ..., M/2}. Therefore, the diﬀerent constellation
points are achieved by modulating both the phase and the
amplitude. For instance in 64-QAM, four points close to the
center of the constellation diagram (S√min = ±1 ± 1i) have
the smallest amplitude, i.e. Amin = 2, while the points
in the four
√ corners (S max = ±7 ± 7i) the highest one, i.e.
Amax = 7 2. As each point is equally probable, the average
power of CTC-symbol observed by LTE*-based OfdmFi RX
equals Pavg = A2avg = 42 – see Fig. 6.
OfdmFi TX forces a WiFi TX to use only the four low
amplitude QAM points, i.e. S min , on the selected subcarriers
for the duration of CTC-symbol. Hence, the averaged symbol
power observed by OfdmFi RX equals Pmin = A2min = 2. The
diﬀerence between the average and minimal power levels
˙ 10 (42/2) = 13.22 dB. As we will
equals Ravg−min = 10log
demonstrate, it is suﬃcient to establish CTC. Due to space
limit, we skip the description of the WiFi TX chain and point
to [24]. To determine when and which bit, 0 or 1, should
be interleaved into the WiFi payload, we designed a simple
heuristic based on reversing the WiFi TX chain.
In Fig. 8, we show how the OfdmFi TX creates the pattern
generating bits sequence, from step (i) to step (vii). (i) The
OfdmFi encodes incoming CTC payload and creates a CTC
punched card. (ii) The punched card is mapped to WiFi
OFDM grid and represented as a resource signiﬁcance matrix
S 52,N , where 52 refers to the 52 data subcarriers used in
802.11n and N is the number of OFDM symbols. Speciﬁcally,
the mapper sets S i j = 1 if the subcarrier i during the OFDM
symbol j should have low power level (i.e. be loaded with the
low-amplitude 64-QAM constellation point) to encode CTC
pattern, otherwise, S i j = 0. (iii) The subcarrier matrix S 52,N is
transformed to bit matrix S 312,N by replicating its columns six
times. Now, S i j = 1 means that this bit is a pattern generating
bit and has to be loaded correctly with a proper bit (positionwise) of the low-amplitude constellation point. To this end, a
helper matrix B312,N storing required bits on proper positions
is constructed. The matrix is ﬁlled with the constellation point
bits bk from Table II as follows: Bi, j = bi mod 6 if S i, j = 1 and
is not determined, i.e. Bi, j = x otherwise. Note that any bit on

TABLE II
64-QAM Symbols with the Smallest Amplitude

Symbol
18
22
50
54
Bit
Mask

b5
0
0
1
1

b4
1
1
1
1

0

1

Symbol Bits
b3 b2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1

0

b1
1
1
1
1

b0
0
0
0
0

1

1

TABLE III
WiFi Convolutional
Encoder State Groups

State
Group
A
B
C
D

Input
0
00
11
10
01

Bit
1
11
00
01
10

The OfdmFi TX exploits the above observation to determine the input bit knowing the current state of the convolution encoder and required output b j in the next step. In
Table IV, we show three examples.
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Tx Side

TABLE IV
Example of OfdmFi encoder

Importance Mask s j
Required Output b j
Encoder State Group
Input Bit
Encoder Output

Ex.1
01
x1
C
1
01

Ex.2
10
0x
A
1
00

LTE-U/LAA

Rx Side
LTE-U/LAA

srsLTE + USRP x310

Ex.3
00
xx
x
WiFi Data Bits
xx

WiFi 802.11n
Atheros AR928x (802.11n)
and USRP B205mini

The simple heuristic observes only the current state and
does not require any memory. Unfortunately, it may fail when
both output bits have to be set, i.e. s j = b11. Note that
we set one out of two bits arbitrary, while the other one
is set correctly with the probability of 50%. However, the
matrix S is very sparse, i.e. it contains only 12 signiﬁcant
bits (ones) in each column that are scattered by the WiFi deinterleaver and interleaved with extra zero bits by the WiFi
de-puncturer on 520 positions. Although the probability of
having two adjacent signiﬁcant bits is very low, we cannot
guarantee to always force the usage of the smallest amplitude
constellation points in the required positions of the OFDM
grid. However, note that LTE*-based CTC RX observes only
the average power of 21 WiFi symbols. Therefore, even if our
approach fails to force low amplitude constellation points in
a few out of 21 OFDM symbols the CTC symbols can be
correctly received. Our experiments with interleaving random
WiFi with random CTC bits reveal very low fail-rate (i.e. less
than 1%) and conﬁrm the proper operation of OfdmFi.
This approach modiﬁes neither the hardware nor the
ﬁrmware and introduces only a slight overhead in frame size
i.e. 4.6% in case of MCS 7 as we add 12 every 260 bits2 .
The modiﬁed WiFi frame can be received by legacy WiFi
receivers, however, some extra steps are required to remove
the CTC generating bits from WiFi payload before passing
it to the higher layers, i.e. interleaved pattern bits result in
a negative result of CRC check, what is an indicator for a
STA to remove the CTC message and check CRC again.
To this end, we add the length of a CTC message and its
bits at the beginning of the WiFi payload. Knowing both the
WiFi receiver can generate vector s and use it to puncture the
decoded bits in the positions j where s j  b00. Note that the
CTC power pattern cannot be imposed on the WiFi payload
part carrying the CTC bits as they have to be decoded ﬁrst.
VI. Prototype Implementation

LTE-to-LTE

srsLTE + USRP x310

WiFi 802.11n/ac
Atheros
AR928x (n) and QCA988x (ac)

WiFi-to-WiFi

CTC

Fig. 9. Platforms used for LTE*-WiFi prototype.

licensed and unlicensed carrier components (CC), ii) crosscarrier scheduling, iii) Resource Allocation Type 1, iv) discontinuous channel access in the unlicensed band (dutycycling or LBT), and v) DL power control by means of setting
PA parameter for RBs assigned to a user.
OfdmFi TX: As, to the best of our knowledge, no opensource LTE implementation provides all these features, we
selected the srsLTE framework [25] and introduced direct
power control interface in LTE TX, however, sacriﬁcing the
operation of the DL channel3 . Speciﬁcally, before performing
IFFT, we multiply time/frequency resources of the selected
RBs with weights speciﬁed by the OfdmFi TX, i.e. in
range of [0,1]. Since we manipulate the already-scheduled
resources, a UE may not be able to receive and decode the
PDSCH. Furthermore, to emulate the discontinuous channel
access, we implement a signal gate that is mostly closed,
i.e. the time-domain signal is nulled before being passed
to the RF front-end. The duty-cycled access of LTE-U is
achieved by opening the signal gate at a slot boundary for
a duration of a frame, while LTE-LAA random channel
access is emulated by opening the gate at a random point
in time. The OfdmFi TX is implemented in Python and
it sends the weights as matrices over TCP socket to the
srsLTE transmitter. For over-the-air transmission, we use
Ettus USRP-X310 SDR platform.
OfdmFi RX: We conﬁgure LTE node to operate in selected
20 MHz channel. In addition, we have modiﬁed srsLTE
to make it always perform FFT operation (i.e. spectrum
scanning mode). Then, we copy the output of FFT block,
compute the power of each frequency bin and send it to the
OfdmFi RX (Python) over a socket for CTC decoding.
B. WiFi Side

Next, we introduce the OfdmFi prototype which we have
implemented using Software-deﬁned Radio (SDR) platforms
and commodity WiFi devices. Fig. 9 shows the hardware used
for the prototypes.

We selected COTS WiFi devices based on Atheros
AR928x (802.11n) and QCA988x (802.11ac) that run with
open-source ath9k and ath10k drivers, respectively.
OfdmFi TX: We generate the content of the WiFi frame
carrying both valid WiFi payload and CTC message-bearing
pattern using Matlab WLAN Toolbox [26]. Then, we send
the frame over a monitor interface (i.e. raw 802.11 socket).
Speciﬁcally, we have implemented OfdmFi TX as described
in §V-C. First, we interleave the scrambled WiFi payload

A. LTE-U/LAA Side
To be fully operational (w.r.t. DL LTE and CTC transmissions), our prototype requires an LTE implementation
supporting the following features: i) carrier aggregation with
2 Note that the control messages for collaboration purposes are not sent
with each WiFi frame. Moreover, the expected gains from the collaboration
enabled by CTC exceed its overheads.

3 Note that with a more advanced LTE implementation, OfdmFi TX should
interface with a MAC scheduler for RB blacklisting and TX power control.
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Bandwidth 20MHz

bits with CTC pattern generating bits. Second, we pass the
modiﬁed payload through WiFi de-scrambler as the payload
is scrambled again when entering the real WiFi device.
The usage of the same scrambler seed value is essential to
generate the intended CTC power pattern. Atheros AR928x
chipset increments the scrambling seed value from 1 to 127
(i.e. 7 bits) by one every time it transmits a frame. In ath5k
supported WiFi cards, the scrambling seed can be easily ﬁxed
to the value of 1 by setting 0 into the GEN SCRAMBLER
ﬁeld in the control register AR5K PHY CTL (0x992c) of
the driver. Although, not being described, we have found
out that the same register and value allow for the same
eﬀects also in ath9k WiFi cards. We have not conﬁrmed
this feature in ath10k chipsets. Therefore, in our prototype
implementation, the ath9k WiFi cards are used as CTC TX
and RX, while ath10k-based chipset only as CTC RX. Note
that even without ﬁxing scrambler seed to the value of 1, the
CTC message is sent correctly once in 127 transmissions.
Unfortunately, when sending the frames over the monitor
interface, the driver does not use the 802.11 MPDU aggregation. Therefore, the maximal frame size is limited by MSDU
size, i.e. 3839 bytes. As we use MCS 5 (64-QAM, 2/3) during
our experiments, the maximal frame duration is bound to
≈600 μs and contains only four CTC-slots. We overcome this
issue by generating the waveform of a long WiFi frame (with
MPDU aggregation) in Matlab and sending it using USRP.

0

1

2

3

4

Time (ms)

5

0

0.5

1

Time (ms)

Fig. 10. Spectrograms of punched cards: LTE*→WiFi and WiFi→LTE*.

experiments, all LTE and WiFi nodes operate on the same
20 MHz channel at 5GHz unlicensed band. The initial distance between nodes was set to 3m. To ensure statistical
signiﬁcance, each presented result is an average of 103
transmitted frames. Unfortunately, due to the space limit, we
had to skip our results showing successful OfdmFi operation
is the presence of interference caused by co-located nodes.
A. Punched Cards over the Air
The generation of a message-bearing power pattern on
top of the legacy in-technology transmission is a base
for the CTC. In Fig. 10, we show the spectrograms of
OfdmFi punched cards. It is easy to recognize the low-power
CTC-symbols as well as their duration that equals 0.5 ms
in case of LTE*→WiFi and 0.142 ms (i.e. two LTE OFDM
symbols) in case of WiFi→LTE*. We use three low-power
CTC-symbols in each slot to encode data (as in §V-A), while
the preamble spans over two CTC-slots and is generated with
four low-power CTC-symbols assuring its uniqueness.

OfdmFi RX: Atheros AR928x and QCA988x chipsets provide limited spectral scanning capabilities performing FFT
operation and reporting signal strength of each frequency bin
i, i.e. |hi |2 , at a rate of up to 50 kHz. AR928x performs the
64-point FFT operation for 20 MHz channel but reports magnitude for 56 subcarriers (i.e. 52 data and 4 pilots). QCA988x
provides up to 256-point FFT for 20 MHz channel with a
resolution of 78.125 kHz. We use three diﬀerent conﬁgurations for our WiFi-based CTC RX, namely Ath9k FFT-64,
Ath10k FFT-64 and Ath10k FFT-256. The samples are
delivered only if the device is not busy with TX/RX of WiFi
frames, hence scanning mode does not aﬀect the performance
of in-technology transmissions. The FFT samples are copied
from the spectral driver to user space using relayfs.
We faced the practical limitation when using those two
Atheros chips, namely, it turned out that the spectral samples
are delivered in irregular periods, i.e. the interval between
the majority of FFT samples is lower than 75 μs, however,
there are 20% of the samples which arrive after this value.
Fortunately, the samples are time-stamped allowing us for resampling. Speciﬁcally, we collect samples during the 100 μs
window and aggregate them (i.e. compute the mean value
for each frequency bin) before passing to the OfdmFi RX.
If no samples were received during the window, we repeat
the last aggregated sample to keep the stream synchronous.
Therefore, we sample a single CTC-symbol (i.e. 0.5 ms) ﬁve
times, that conforms to the Nyquist sampling theorem.

B. CTC Frame Error Rate (FER)
To evaluate the performance of OfdmFi CTC in terms of
frame error rate (FER), we selected an unoccupied wireless
channel to avoid external interference and either varied the
TX power of the CTC TX or change the distance between
nodes to inﬂuence the received power and SNR. The results
shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 prove that OfdmFi enables
a bidirectional CTC between LTE* and WiFi. It operates
reliably when the SNR exceeds 12 dB.
Fig. 11 presents the FER of LTE*→WiFi CTC, when using
maximal CTC-frame size (i.e. 10 ms). The ATH10k-based
OfdmFi RX outperforms the ATH9k-based one when using
a larger FFT size, i.e. 256 vs. 64.4 Fig. 12 illustrates that
there is no diﬀerence in FER of WiFi→LTE* CTC when
sending WiFi frame with imposed CTC pattern from COTS
and USRP devices. Moreover, we can see that the increase
in the CTC-frame duration has a marginal impact on FER.
C. Periodic CTC-Slot Correction
The duration of CTC-slot has to be periodically corrected
to keep it aligned between OfdmFi TX and RX so that
errors caused by growing ISI are avoided. In the case of
LTE*→WiFi CTC, our WiFi-based OfdmFi RX realizes
such correction implicitly as it performs resampling of FFT

VII. Performance Evaluation
4 In case of 256-point FFT, the power of each CTC-subcarrier is a sum
of power values of four FFT bins. This is a known technique to reduce the
error of PSD estimate [22].

We evaluated the performance of the OfdmFi prototype
in a small testbed located in an oﬃce space. During our
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the blacklisting of two RBs overlapping (band-wise) with one
WiFi subcarrier is suﬃcient.
Fig. 16 proves that reducing the power level by 9 dB
instead of blacklisting the RBs (OFF) allows a reliable CTC
transmission. Note that in LTE standard the maximal TX
power reduction is -6 dB, which allows for decent CTC
operation in the case of ath10k-based CTC RX. Hence, the
RBs can be used for LTE* transmissions, which further limits
the CTC overheads.

samples to ﬁx the issues related to the variable inter-sample
intervals (§VI-B).
Fig. 13 illustrates the frame reception ratio (FRR) of
CTC between WiFi→LTE* with and without periodic CTCslot correction. During the experiment, the CTC signal was
received at the SNR of 30 dB, hence the degradation of
the FRR is attributed to the CTC-slot misalignment. We
observe that the misalignment has a negligible impact on the
short CTC-frames, but is harmful to long frames. Fortunately,
using the variable grouping of WiFi OFDM symbols, we can
periodically correct the alignment of the CTC-slot between
OfdmFi TX and RX and improve the FRR signiﬁcantly.

E. Increasing CTC Reliability
We show that OfdmFi can achieve reliable operation when
SNR exceeds 12 dB. To allow for operation in a lower
SNR regime, we have two options: i) increase the CTCsymbol duration or ii) transmit the frame multiple times.
Note that both solutions improve the reliability but at the
expense of CTC capacity. Fig. 17 shows the FER of the CTC
under diﬀerent CTC-symbol durations reported by two WiFibased OfdmFi RXs. We can clearly see that longer CTCsymbols facilitate operation at lower SNR regime, e.g. with
a symbol duration of 2 ms (i.e. four LTE slots) the ath10kbased OfdmFi RX can operate reliably at SNR of 5 dB.
Fig. 18 shows the impact of the number of retransmissions
on the performance of LTE*→WiFi CTC. In this scenario,
the ath10k-based OfdmFi RX operated at the SNR of 3 dB
and the short CTC-symbol duration was used. The FER
drops with an increasing number of retransmissions, e.g. four
retransmissions allow for signiﬁcant FER reduction, roughly
by a factor of 10. Moreover, Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC) brings further gains in FER by combining the energy
from multiple copies of the same frame before decoding. Due
to space limits, we omitted results for the reverse direction,
WiFi→LTE*, where we observe similar eﬀects.

D. Impact on In-technology Transmissions
The WiFi-based OfdmFi TX interleaves WiFi payload bits
with extra bits to impose the CTC-frame into the WiFi
frame. To conﬁrm that our approach does not degrade WiFi
transmissions, we conduct an experiment, where we ﬁrst send
only standard WiFi frames and then only modiﬁed frames
(i.e. with CTC) to WiFi RX using MCS-5 (64-QAM, 2/3).
Fig. 14 shows that there is no diﬀerence in FER in both cases.
Therefore, the only overhead caused by CTC is the slightly
longer frame, e.g. it equals 5.8 % in case of MCS-5 as 12 bits
are added every OFDM symbol carrying 208 payload bits.
Due to missing features of the used LTE platform (see
§VI-A), we were not able to measure the overhead on LTE
caused by our CTC scheme. However, we can estimate
that it does not exceed 9 % as the LTE scheduler operates
at RBs level and it has to blacklist at most 3 × 3 out
of 100 RBs to impose OfdmFi message-bearing pattern.
However, the bandwidth of the three RBs (36 LTE SCs)
exceeds the bandwidth of a single WiFi subcarrier almost two
times. Fig. 15 shows the FER of CTC when nulling various
number of LTE subcarriers around the center frequency of
the corresponding WiFi subcarrier. First, we observe that
OfdmFi operates correctly when nulling between 20 and 48
subcarriers. This proves that reliable CTC can be achieved
at the level of LTE scheduler and at the granularity of RBs.
Second, for an Ath10k-based OfdmFi RX, nulling of only 16
LTE SCs is enough for a decent CTC operation. Thus, the
overhead of CTC on LTE can be reduced as in most cases

VIII. Related Work
The known CTC solutions can be categorized into two
classes: i) packet-level CTC and ii) physical-layer CTC. Approaches belonging to the ﬁrst class convey the CTC message
by modulating bits into either frame length [10], [27], gap
or inter-frame spacing [13], packet transmission power [16],
timing of periodic beacon interval [28], prepending legacy
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packets with a customized preamble containing sequences of
energy pulse [11], etc.OfdmFi can be seen as a generalization
of WiZig that modulates the TX power over the whole
channel in CORBs spanning over multiple WiFi frames. The
second class, which enables CTC between WiFi and ZigBee,
includes WeBee [14], TwinBee [29] and LongBee [30]. In
WeBee, a WiFi device emulates the ZigBee OQPSK signal
by properly selecting the payload of WiFi frame. In OfdmFi,
we use a similar technique in case of WiFi→LTE to emulate
per subcarrier power control required to create the punched
cards. In contrast to WeBee, our approach is reliable as the
punched card signal is much easier to emulate than some
real waveform, i.e. frame reception rate close to 100% vs.
only 40-60% in WeBee. Moreover, in OfdmFi both the intechnology and CTC messages are sent simultaneously at
the same time and in the same transmission attempt, while
in WeBee the transmission attempt (i.e. WiFi frame) is
dedicated to carry either WiFi or CTC bits. TwinBee [29]
improves WeBee in terms of reliability, however, the CTC
remains unidirectional. LtFi [15] enables unidirectional CTC
from LTE-U to WiFi and promises the theoretical data rate up
to 665 bps, however, the presented prototype operates with a
rate of 100 bps. In contrast, our OfdmFi enables bidirectional
CTC for LTE* and WiFi and oﬀers an increase in data rate by
a factor of 125×. Finally, there are CTC approaches which
are not generic and only target a speciﬁc application, e.g.
ULTRON [4] for cross-technology virtual channel reservation
between LTE* and WiFi.
IX. Conclusions
We propose OfdmFi, a CTC scheme enabling direct communication that aims eﬃcient cross-technology collaboration
between WiFi and LTE* in an unlicensed spectrum. Using standard-compliant mechanisms, OfdmFi imposes crossobservable data-bearing patterns on top of OFDM transmissions of underlying technologies. Our extensive experiments
on COTS and SDR platforms revealed that OfdmFi achieves
reliable communication with bit rates of 84 kbps, while
having a marginal impact on the transmissions of underlying technologies. For future work, we plan to use our
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